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WHAT IS A SYNTHESIS?
A synthesis is a written discussion that draws on one or more sources. lt
follows that your ability to write syntheses depends on your ability to infer
relationships among sources - essays, articles, fiction, and also non-written
sources, such as lectures, interviews, observations. This process is nothing
new for you, since you infer relationships allthe time - say, betwden
something you've read in the newspaper and something you've seen for
yourself, or between the teaching styles of your favorite and least favorite
instructors. ln fact, if you've written research papers, you've already wriften
syntheses. ln an academic synthesis, you make explicit the relationships that
you have inferred among separate souroes.
The skills you've already been practicing in this course will be vital in writing
syntheses. Clearly, before you're in a position to draw relationships between
two or more sources, you must understand what those sources say; in other
words, you must be able to summarize these sour@s. lt will frequently be
helpful for your readers if you provide at least partial summaries of sources in
your synthesis essays. At the same time, you must go beyond summary to
make judgments - judgments based, of course, on your critical reading of your
souroes - as you have practiced in your reading responses and in class
discussions. Yog should already have drawn some conclusions about the
quality and validity of these sources; and you should know how much you
agree or disagree with the points made in your sources and the reasons for
your agreement or disagreement.
Further, you must go beyond the critique of individual sources to determine
the relationship among them. ls the information in source B, for example, an
extended illustration of the generalizations in source A? Would it be useful to
compare and contrast source C with source B? Having read and considered
sources A, B, and C, can you infer something else - D(not a sourqe, but your
own idea)?
Because a synthesis is based on two or more sour@s, you will need to be
selective when choosing information from each. lt would be neither possible
nor desirable, for instiance, to discuss in a ten-page paper on the battle of
Wounded Knee every point that the authors of two books make about their
subject. What you as a writer rnust do is select the ideas and information from
each source that best allow you to achieve your purpose.

PURPOSE
Yout: purpose in reading source materials,and then in drawing upon them to
write your own material is often reflected in the wording of an assignment, For
example, your assignment may ask that you evaluate a text, argue a position
on a topic, explain cause and effect relationships, or compare and contrast
items. While you might,use the same sources in writing an argumentative
essay as your classmate uses in writing a comparison/contrast essay, you will
make different uses of those sources based on the different purposes of the
assignments. Whal you find worthy of detailed analysis in Source A may be
mentioned only in passing by your classmate.
USING YOUR SOURCES
Your purpose determines not only what parts of your sources you will use but
also how you will relate them to one another. Since the very essence of
synthesis is the combining of information and ideas, you must have some
basis on which to combine them. Some relationships among the material in
you sources must make them worth synthesizing. lt follows that the better
able you are to discover such relationships, the better able you will be"to use
your iources in writing syntheses. Your purpose in writing (based on your
assignment) will determine how you relate your Sour@ materials to one
another. Your purpose in writing determines which souroes you use, which
parts of them you use, at which points in your essay you use them, and in
what manner you relate them to one another.

TWO TYPES OF SYNTHESES
THE EXPLANATORY SYNTHESIS: An explanatory synthesis helps readers
to understand a topic. Writers explain when they divide a subject into its
component parts and present them to the reader in a clear and orderly fashion.
Explanations may entaildescriptions that re-create in words some object,
place, event; sequence of events, or state of affairs. The pupose in writing an
explanatory essay is not to argue a particular point, but rather to present the
facts in a reasonably objective manner. The explanatory synthesis does not
go much beyond what is obvious from a careful reading of the sources. You
will not be writing explanatory synthesis essays in this course. However, at
times your argumentative synthesis essays will include sections that are .
explanatory in nature
THE ARGUMENT SYNTHESIS: The purpose of an argument synthesis is for
you to present your own point of view - supported, of course, by relevant facts,
drawn from sources, and presented in a logical manner. The thesis of an
argumentative essay is debatable. lt makes a proposition about which
reasonable people could disagree, and any two writers working with the same
source materials could conceive of and support other, opposite theses.
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STANDARDS FOR SYNTHESIS ESSAYS

I

1. Remember that you are using your sources to support your ideas and
claims, not the other way around.

2. Keep in mind that original thought and insightful analysis are required for a
4:0, 3.5, or 3.0 paper; 2.5 and below evaluations tend not to present original
ideas.
3. A 4.0, 3.5, or 3.0 paper will create a "dialogue" between the essay autho/s
ideas and her sources, and also among the sources themselves. 2.5 and
below evaluations willoften summarize one point at a time, with the essay
authofs idea stated at the end. tf you imagine a synthesis essay as a room in
which the synthesis writer is joined by the authors of her/his sources, the 4.0,
3.5, or 3.0 essay has everyone engaged in conversation or debate; with
everyone commenting on (or arguing against) each othe/s ideas directly. ln
the 2.5 and below essay, each person in tne ioom stands up in tum, giv'es a
speech, and sits down, with liftle or no question and answer period in'between

or aftenrard.
4, Take special care to address your audience in an appropriate manner.
Make sure you establish your credibility on the subject and that you provide
sufficient information to make your argument (thesis) convincing.
5. Organize your paper logically:
A. State your thesis clearly and make sure that it reflects the focus of
your essay.
B. Make sure your main points are clearly stated (use topic sentences),
and connect each point to your thesis as expliciily as possible.
C. Divide paragraphs logically
D. Provide appropriate transitions both within and between paragraphs.
6. Develop each main idea thoroughly. use specific examples and source
materials appropriately as support. Be sure to integrate sour@ materials
smoothly into your own writing using attribution phiases and transitions. Also
be sure to avoid unneoessary repetition (repetition is often an organization
problem).
7. Select words precisely. When in doubt, use adictionary!
8. Make sure sentences are clear and unambiguous. Avoid passive voice.
Double-check to see that sentencles are adequately varied in length and style,
and that there are no fragments or run-ons. Also proofread carefully to correct
any other sentence errors.

9. Proofread carefully to identify and conect mechanical errors, such as errors
in plurals or possessives, subject-verb agreement, shifts in verb tense or
person ("you"), comma errors, spelling erors, and so on.
10. Quadruple check your MLA documentation. Are your parenthetical
citations conect? ls your Works Cited list conect according to MLA style, and
does it include all sources cited in your essay?

11. Be sure to give your essay a descriptive and attentiongetting title (NOT
"Synthesis," for goodness sake!!!).
12. Make sure your essay is formatted correctly and posted to your web site
correctly.

HOW TO WRITE SYNTHESIS ESSAYS

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Consider your purpose in writing. Read the topic assignment carefully.
What are you trying to accomplish in your essay? How willthis purpose
shape the way you approach your sources?
Select and carefully read your sources, according to your purpose. Reread the sources, mentally summarizing each. ldentify those aspects or
parts of your sources that will help you in fulfilling your purpose. When
rereading, label or underline the passages for main ideas, key terms,
and any details you want to use in the synthesis.
Formulate a thesis, Your thesis is the main idea that you want to
present in your synthesis. lt must be expressed as a complete
sentence and include a statement of the topic and your assertion about
that topic. Sometimes the thesis is the first sentence, but more often it
is the final sentence of the first paragraph
Decide how you will use your source material and take notes. How will
the information and the ideas in your sources help you to fulfill your
purpose? Re-read your sources and write down the information from
your sources that will best develop and support your thesis.
Develop and organizational plan, according to your thesis. (See
Techniques for Developing Svnthesis Essavs immediately below.) How
will you arrange your material? lt is not necessary to prepare a formal
outline, but you should have some plan in mind that will indicate the
order in which you will present your material and that will indicate the
relationships among your sources.
Write the first draft of your synthesis, following your organizational plan.
Be flexible with your plan, however, and allow yourself room to
incorporate new ideas you discover as you write. As you discover and
incorporate new ideas, re-read your work frequently to ensure that your
thesis still accounts for what follows and that what follows still logically
supports your thesis.
Document your souroes. Use Ml-A-style in-text citations and a Works
Cited list to credit your sources for all material you quote, paraphrase,
or summarize. For example, if I wanted to note in my essay the
difference between name-calling and argumentum ad hominem as
personalforms of attack, I would credit the article on "Politics: The Art
of Bamboozling" from WARAC by offering a citation that includes the
autho/s last name and the exact page number where she discussed
this notion (Cross 302). At the end of the essay, I would have a
complete bibliographic citation for the "Politics" article.
Revise your synthesis. lnsert transitionalwords and phrases where
necessary. lntegrate all quotations so the.y flow smoothly within your
own sentenceS. Use attribution phrases to distinguish between your
sources'ideas and your own ideas. Make sure the essay reads
smoothly, logically, and clearly from beginning to end. Gheck for
g rammatical conectness, punc'tuation, a nd spelling.
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TECHNIQUES FOR DEVELOPING SYNTHESIS ESSAYS
suMltlARY: The sirnplest - and least sophisticated - way of organizing a
synthesis essay is to summarize your most relevant sources, one after the
other, but generally with the most important source(s) last. The problem with
this approach is that it reveals little or no independent thought on your part. lts
main virtue is that it at least grounds your paper in relevant and specific
Summary can be useful - and sophisticated - if handled judiciously, selectlvely,
and in combination with othertechniques. At some time you may need to
summarize a crucial soui.ce in some detail. At another point, you may wish to
summarize a key section or paragraph of a source in a single sentence. Try to
anticipate what your reader needs to know at any given point of your papei in
order to comprehend or appreciate fully the point you are making.

EXAMPLE OR ILLUSTRATION: At one or more points in your paper, you
may wish to refer to a particularly illuminating example or illustration from your
source material. You might paraphrase this example (i.e., recount it, in some
detail, in your own words), summarize it, or quote it dhectly from.your source.
ln all these cases, of course, you would properly credit your source.
TWO (OR MORE) REASONS: The "two reasons" approach can be an
extremely effective method of development. You simply state your thesis, then
offer reasons why the statement is true, supported by evidence from your
sources. You can advance as many reasons for the truth of your thesis as
needed; but save the most important reason(s) for last, because the end of
the paper is what will remain most cleady in the reade/s mind.
STRAWMAN: When you use the strawman technique, you present an
argument against your thesis, but immediately afterward you show that this
argument is weak or flawed. The advantage of this technique is that you
demonstrate your awareness of the other side of the argument and show that
you are prepared to answer it. The strawman argum'ent first presents an
introduction and thesis, then the main opposing argument, a refutation of the
opposing argument, and finally a positive argument.
CONCESSION: Like the strawman, the concession technique presenis the
opposing viewpoint, but it does not proceed to demolish the opposition"
lnstead, it concedes that the opposition has a valid point but that, even so, the
positive argument is the stronger one. This method is particularly valuable
when you know your reader holds the. opposing view.

coluPARlsoN AND GONTRAST: comparison and contrast techniques
enable you to examine two subjects (o; sources) in terms of one another.
When you compare, you consider similarities. When you contrast, you
consider differences. By comparing and contrasting, you perform a
multifaceted analysis that often suggests subtleties that othenryise might not
have c€me to your attention.

\ri

organize a comparison/contrast analysis, you must carefully read sources
in order to discover significant criteria for analysis. A criterion is a specific
point to which both of your authors refer and about which they may agree or
disagree. The best criteria are those that allow you not only to account for
obvious similarities and differences between sources but also to plumb
deeper, to more subtle and significant similarities and differences. There are
two basic formulas for comparison/contrast analysis:
To,

BY SOURCE

BY GRITERIA

L lntroduce essay, state thesis

l. lntroduce essay, state thesis

ll. .Summarize passage

ll. lntroduce Criterion

A. View on Criterion

A

A. Passage A's viewpoint

I

B. Mew on Criterion 2

lll. Summarize passage

1

B. Passage B's viewpoint

B

lll. lntroduce Criterion 2

1

A. Passage As viewpoint

B. View on Griterion 2

B. Passage B's viewpoint

A. Mew on Criterion

lV. Discussion and conclusion

lV. Discussion and conclusion
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rThe Mqior Paper Assignment

z

Wrtting a Symthesfs .Esscy

For this paper, gather three sources used from your research qeports or from other on-going
research. Sources may inclu{e those cited in your Research Prospectus and your Research
Reports. Tbe purpose of tle sprtbesis paper is to blend different and similar ideas together into a
reasoned argument In other words, it's a mini version of your research'paper. You will need to use
MLA orAPA documentation anC in-text citations, as well as submit a Works Cited or References
page. Remember, your purpose is to blend tle three sources into a coherent whole tlat supports your
argument aDd working thresis, not to talk about each sourse individually and separately.

Whatto

-

do...

Read all the sourrces for a broad overview of

tle material.

Deterrrine the elements each source has iu common with the other sources
.o

What do the sources have in common?

o How do the sources differ?

'

. How can you compare

and confast the ideas/ facts prcsented in the sources?

Decide what points ofyour own you want to get across to your readers.

Iocate in the souroes information that you can use to develop eaeb of your points.
Draft your S5mthesis Essay by making your tbesis and argumentation the center of your

effort. In order to give evidence for your argument, provide quotations, paraphrases, or "witins
summaries

of relevant supporting information frorn your sourees.

Forrnat...

.

TWo pages, typed and double'spaced
Double space4 z6-zTlinesl page, ro-rz font, APA or MLA format in Worla Cited/References list and intext citations

Indude an inroduction whietr sets forth yourthesis, the body of the argument, and a conclusion ttrat
provides closure forthe reader.

,

'rl

Assignment zz Citing frorn an In-Print Neusporper or Jorrnal Article

Incate, read, and bring to class a hard copy of a current article of interest. Your instnrctor will ask you
to:

r Underline

key words in ttre article.

r Underline

a sentence

o Circle

ttrat states or implies the article's ttresis/topic.

anyterms/words/names

tlat

are

unloown toyou.

o Make a list of g key ideas youVe exuacted from the article.

r Place quotation

marks around a phrase, sentence, or section that you conqider vital to your
understanding of tle artide.

Nert, your instructorwill divide you into discussion groups with people working on a similartopic
(bealth issues, laws, teen concertrs, etc). Introduce yourself to the group, Each group member needs to
provide an.overview of her/his article, using the prepared list and the marls/notes made on the
article. Once everyone has presented an article, the group should discuss the implications they see,
other knowledge of the topic they havebeyond the artides, and bow tlese articles are related.
At the end of about 20 minutes, each group member should take a few minutes to add to her/his list of
key ideas and understanding about the artide. Because youVe each heard the ideas and opinions of
others, it's important to record any nerr understandings or questions youVe gathered. Now decide on
one member of your sniall group who will report out to the entire class on your disanssion.

the final step is to create a written summary of your article. Your instmctor will discuss various ways
begin and the elements that must be included- For example, if you begin very directln your first
sentmce will indude aII the pertinent infonnation needed to locate this artide:

r article's title

(placed in quotation marls, with all key words capitalized" wen if they aren't

caps in the

r author's

publication)

:

name (first and last, but no titles such as M.D.)

r

an identifier for the author (What credentials prove knowledge?)

.

sounoe

r date

to

ofthe artide (name oftte paper,ioumal, magazins-underlined)

of the publication (day and section

if

journal)

r page number(s) where the article appears

a newspaper; month, year, and volume number

if

tl,
. tylle of artide (editorial, essay, news repor! etc)

.

main thesis, viewpoint argument

Although all iuformation must be given, the writer has some eioices about information that is written
into ttre sentence or whether to plae information that seems intemrptive to tle sense of the sentence in
parentheses. Here are two ways a direct beginning migbt look

In Section A, pate 5 of the 19 July 1998 Roc.ky Mountain News. an article "Poised for Takeoff by news
staff writer Mike Anton discusses a new loft project in the Platte Valley area of downtown
A new loft project in the Platte Valley area of dor,rmtown was
"Poised forTakeofl (Anton, SA).

prwialed in a news staffwriter's article

A less direct beginniug may also be use4 especially if your writing purpose is to foors on the topiq
ratherthan one particular artide. Here's a sample:

Living downtown has become a priority in Denver these days. As the nuniber of people who think
downtown living desirable increases, so does the need for affordable loft projects. Dana Crawford, one
of the visionaries of the LODO area, was interviewed recently about her new loft project in the Platte

Valleyarea Chawfordstatedthatshefeelsa"fascinationinwatchingthevalleyevolve"(Anton,
zoA). Her fascination has tanslated into residency in her new building.
Onee

tie

focus and tone of your

sr--ary have been established

with

a

stroug beginning, the remainder

of your piece should accomplish tiese pu4roses:

Overview allthe keyideas presented bythe artiele author.

Indude at least one quotation from the'artide,
Select this passage to sewe a particular pu4rose, such as to use a piece of terninologl or an interesting
phrase, to cite a statistic, or to use the oriSrnal author's wording when paraphrasingwould reduce the
power of the statement.

EMBED the selected quotation into the meaning of your summary so that it reads as a natural part of
your writing, matching your phrasing. this requires that you develop a signal phrase to lead into tle
quotation and lead tle reader out of the quotation and into the following idea (See your handbook for
examples of sipal phrases.) lbe source of each quotation must be cited at the point that you use it in
your summaty. Normally this means the qubtation is followed by the authot's name and the page where
the quotation appearedYou are being asked to use direct quotations in ,ltis exercise, but the need to cite is,also lrue for sections
you choose to paraphrase. Tbe original author is dr"ays given credit for words and ideas in order to
avoid plagiarism, to offer credit for original ideas, and to distiuguish betrreen your ideas/wo;ds and
those of the author.

Although your opinion on the topic may be ,wident because of the tone of your writing, you should not
use the words "I think" or "in my opinion" as your purpose is to rcview and summarize the artide, rather
than create new knowledge.
At the end of your sumnary, create a Wrcrks Cited or References list for the source used. See your
handbook or access tie hypertext link to the MIA or APA style manual to see samples.

"'a.it'
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A Synthesis Essay Sample
As you read this example, notice how the student has one idea he is
promoting and how he uses different sources to support that idea. His
parenthetical citations follow the APA style of documentation, which means that
the date of publication is included directly after the author's name, with a
placed before the page number and pp. before page numbers. Had he chosen to
include the authors' names in the body of his text then the dates would also be
included here. Should you makeyour sources a part of the discussion by
mentioning their names (a practice I highly recommend), do remember to use
past or present perfect verbs (unlike MLA present tense) to present their ideas,
whether you quote directly, paraphrase, or summafize. With any of these
strategies, you still must cite the page number or numbers in parentheses. One
last item-do take a careful look at his introduction and conclusion to see how
they work together to frame his essay.

p.

.

Student'sName
Synthesis
Date
Violence on Television: Causes, Effects, and Possible Solutions
Thanksgiving dinner is supposed to be a time for a family to come together
peacefully and give thanks for all they have been blessed with. In my family, the
peacefulness ends when one walks into the farnily room, where the yoqnger cousins
are watchingthe

Pnver Rangers television program. That unfortunate soul is likely to

be kicked, punched hit, and bludgeoned until he leaves the room. The cousins, ages
three to twelve, are not nomrally violent children. In fact, they are some of the most

docile children I have ever known, but the intense fighting scenes and violent acts in
the

Power Rangersprogam turns them inls miniafire fighting machines. This is a

clear and immediate example of how violence on television can have a negative
impact on children and their behavior.

It is an undisputed fact ttrat violence is a prominent theme in many television
programs. From cartoons to documentaries, violence is used to catch and maintain the
attention of viewers, Dffiy of whom are impressionable children. Despite the claims

of media officials that they
are censoring violence during times when children watch television most often, the

American Psychological Association wans that by the time averiage children graduate

from elementary school, they have seen 8,000 televised murders and 100,000 acts

of

tviolence (as cited in Shenow, p.7). This includes televised movies, which are heavy
contributors to the amount of violence seen on television. For instance,
Robocop2shows 106 deaths, while Total Recall shows 81, and Rombo 3 shows 264

killings (Sherrow, lgg6,pp.59-61). These facts dempnstrate the extent to which the
children in our society arg exposed to televised acts of violence. The extent to which
these levels of violence affect them is another issue.

The effects of violence on television cannot be seen by viewing all children as one

goup. The effects are very individualize!. But for

thrc purposes

of clarification and

understanding, the group known as "children" can be effectively classified into the
subgroups of 'lounger children" and "older children.'

Younger children are exposed to television violence mostfV through cartoons and
the cartoon heroes. Although children at this age rcaliznthat cartoons are not real,
they receive the rrnderlying message that violence is funny, not harmful. Rarely in
cartoons

will the perpetator of a violent

are linked

act be punished. No negative connotations

with violence. This actually can be more harmftl than a graphic depiction

of violence. Take the case oftwo-year-old Jessica Matthews who was bumed to death
by her five-year-old brother. Her brother was imitating a scene from the cartoon
Beavis and Bunhead in which the two main characters were playing with matches.
One need not have much imagination to see the connection.

As for older children" effects change with the change in the type of programming
that attracts them. Older children seem more athacted to reality-based material.

Violent drarnas, action movies, sometimes even violent news footage or
documentaries can have harmful effects. In 1993, two boys, one in Pennsylvania and
one inNew Jersey, imitated a scene from Disney's movie The Program by lying

down in the middle of a busy highway to show their bravery. While the character

from the movie lived, his fans were not so fortunate.
When a tltree-year study was done called the U.S. National Television Violence

study (NTvs), four u.s. universities took part. The NTVS council (a council
composed of psychologists, sociologists, psychiatrists, lawyers, pediatricians,
educators, parents, nniters, directors, producers, and other representatives of the

television indusfiy) was created to study And interpret the resulls of the study. From
this, four main points were determined. The first is that television contributes to

harmful

-.

I
l;

effects on viewers. Secondly, they found that three types of harrrflrl effects could
occur from viewing television violence: 1. Viewers learn aggressive attitudes and
behaviors. 2. They are desensitized to violence. 3. Viewers have increased fear

of

being victimized by crime. The third main finding of the study is that not all violence
poses the same degree of

risk for the previously mentioned harmful effects. Lastly,

not all viewers are affected by violence in the same way. Furthermore, the American

Psychological Association (2000) states that children who watch more television are
'oless aroused

by violent scenes than are ttrose who only watch a little" (p. 2). This

effect is like that of tolerance to a fug; the more violence they see, the more they
require to become stimulated.
Even more hotly debated than the effects of violence on television is what to do
about the problem. As forrner New Jersey senator

Bill Bradley asserts, "We cannot

simply replace a violent society with a repressive one" (as cited in Sherrow, 1996,
p.107). He is correct. There are hundreds of possible remedies for television violence.

Fortunately,

il&y of the best would not involve repression

of any kind. The best

answer to.the problem of violence on television is a combination of large-scale and

small-scale efforts by the general population of the United States.
The smaller-scale changes begrn in the home. The V-Chip, which blocks ttre

reception of violent programming, will be very useful when it comes out in its
intended form.

fu lis form the V-Chip would receive

the ratings for shows ahead

of

time and send a signal to the television not to show the prograrns with ratings that
meet certain criteria. Unfortunately, due to the political action taken by television

manufacturers and broadcasters, that date is years away (Newton, i996,pp.41a2). In
any case, ratings mustbe implemented first. Until then, the best way for parents to
keep their children from watching programming that they deem to be inappropriate is

to monitor and discuss what is being shown. Since parents csnnot be with their
children for every viewing,.the best way to monitor programming is to watch at least
one episode of a child's favorite program. This way, parents can at least get an

overview of what kind of material their children are viewing regularly. Parents should
then discuss with their children what took place in the progrurm (APA,
2000, p.2). Along with this monitoring, parepts are e.n€ouraged to ask questions about
these programs: What values are being taught by the program? Is the violence

porlrayed as eiciting, humorous, or macho? Are real-life problems being solved in a

violent way or in

a peaceful

rnannss! Is the suffering of victims and their families

of

described? Are skills or interesting information conveyed? These are the types

questions that

will glve

a guideline on what programming is helpful versus hurtful.

For the more proactive paren! there are further options. Parents should hot be content

to monitor children while they are being comrpted by the horrors they see on
television. They should tum offthose prograrns that are deemed inappropriate. The

contact

most effective smaller-scale action that can be taken by proactive parents is to

the television broadcasters or networks. Parents should tell them that the violent
.
programmmg seen on their network is not appropriate and will not be accepted. They
should tbank them when they see wholesome prog{amming on a network. The

television medium works for the people, not vice-versa. By writing to the networks,
parents can initiate larger-scale changes,

. Larger-scale changes are done in the production studios and network stations
across America. This is the site where those who make decisions decide what

will be

shown and how it wiU be presented. Electronic Mediamagazine did a survey in 1993
that reveale d 74% of station managers agreed that television is too violent and that

wamings would be helpful (Chea 1994,p.109). Since the majority of people
managing the stations that air the violent prograrnming believe there is too much
violence, all that is needed is for the American public to show they feel the same.
Letters are an excellent way to do this. The warnings would be in the form of public
service announoements cautioning viewers that upcoming shows'are going to have
acts of violence or sexually explicit scenes.
'We

now know that television violence is potentially harmful to our impressionable

viewers, but we must have knovm that atl along. We know ttrat because it is common
seose. This essay has added research

to examples and thrown those into the mix

of

that which is simply common sense. Therefore, those who defend violent

programming are going against both common sense and science. The truth is that
violence is there. It does affect and can harn" our children and young adults. We,
however, can do something about it. It is our duty to the children of the United States

to take action. I certainly plan to do so..
The next time my family meets for Thanksgrving dinner, I ttrink
courage to walk into the family room and change the channel.

I will

gather the

If I suryive the mission,

I might even sit dbum with my cousins and watch some shows. The worst thing that
can happen is that

I will become

a martyr. What is

right is not always popular, and

what is popular is not always tight, so I can deat with not being popular.

,

Because my copy of this essay does not have an attached reference pager l am
going to attach a generic reference example. Title the page References and then
list your sources in alphabetical order according to the authors' last names. Do
not indcnt the first line of each entry, but do indent subsequent lines. These are
called *hanging dents." Double space within entries as well as between entries.
Pay attention to the spacing within each entqr-two spaces between each itemand to the puncfuation that separates information+ome commrs, some periods.
Also notice that article titles are not placed in quotation marks nor all the
capitalized. APA is definitely different from MLA.
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